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Ray Wylie Hubbard
Tell the Devil I'm Gettin' There as Fast as I Can
PHOTO: MARY KEATING BRUTON

Ray Wylie Hubbard is an iconoclast of the highest order. Early on,
Jerry Jeff Walker recorded his song “Up Against the Wall, Redneck
Mother”, which was enough to give him lifetime membership in the
outlaw country club. Not much later, he was associated with
“progressive country”, particularly for his early years with his band
the Cowboy Twinkies, who were mixing hard rock and outlaw
country elements long before anyone had even thought of
mentioning those two genres in the same sentence much less
playing them on the same stage. When the recording industry
proved unready for them, Hubbard moved on to a sporadic but
fertile recording career, mostly ignored by mainstream country
radio, changing labels with fair abandon and creating over time a
singular collection of work deeply rooted in a fluid interplay of
assorted American musical traditions. A Ray Wylie Hubbard album
just might be a genre unto itself.
In particular, the work he has been releasing since the turn of the
new decade contains traces of folk, country, and electric blues, of
honky-tonk and gospel, and of whatever else catches his ear. Over
the course of these albums, starting with 2010’s A. Enlightenment B.
Endarkenment (Hint: There Is No C), a wry and fatalistic spiritualism
has come to the fore of Hubbard’s songwriting. Few songwriters this
side of Leonard Cohen are capable of the kind of awe-inspiring wit
and piety that Hubbard holds for the givers, the grievers, and the
grifters who populate his songs. His latest Tell the Devil I’m Gettin’
There as Fast as I Can solidifies his status as one of our best living
songwriters, capable of twisting old tropes into new revelations.
Opener “God Looked Around” is the Gospel According to Ray Wylie,
a stark synthesis of the mystery of Creation and the myth of Adam
and Eve, made more ominous by Kyle Schneider’s cacophonous

percussion and Lucas Hubbard’s spooky electric guitar riffs. “Dead
Thumb King” could be a juju recipe for Hubbard’s own creation, a
catalog of oddities adding up to an intimidating bag of tricks. And
Hubbard can spit out a “Bambalam” as in “Old Wolf”, and it’s just
plain perfect.
Hubbard takes on the mythologies of music making throughout the
album, often serving to intensify those myths rather than clarify
them, just as it should be. Describing folk-blues trio Koerner, Ray,
and Glover (“Spider, Snake and Little Sun”), Hubbard says “They
would rip the Kingston Trio to shreds” and “They looked like sinister
low-key criminals” after laughing over the story of how their
unreliability forced club owners to advertise them as “Koerner
and/or Ray and/or Glover.” In two of the album’s most raucous
songs, Hubbard plays fast and loose with the crossroads myth.
“Lucifer and the Fallen Angels” has Hubbard picking up the
hitchhiking Hell-band and taking career advice from the King of
Darkness, trading his intentions to become a Nashville star for a
murderous pit stop in Mobile, Alabama. This Miltonic Satan reminds
Hubbard that “It’s better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven”,
setting him back on course to Texas. The memoir-like title song, “Tell
the Devil I’m Gettin’ There as Fast as I Can” finds Hubbard on the
road, suffering through cover-band opening acts while playing his
“sunburst Gibson in an alt-country band and loving a woman who
can out-cuss any man.” It’s a great sing-along chorus, made sweeter
by Lucinda Williams’ equally road-weary but sweet voice in duet.
Album closer “In Times of Cold” is a masterpiece of a dark night of
the soul reflection, Cohenesque in its wry balance of the sacred and
profane. Patty Griffin’s accompanying vocal is a salve upon
Hubbard’s wounded and worn voice. In all, Tell the Devil I’m Gettin’
There as Fast as I Can finds Hubbard doing what he does best.

There’s nothing surprising here in terms of him doing anything
unexpected; rather, he is content to play the genre he has mastered,
which is Whatever the Hell he damn well pleases. And the true sign
of its effectiveness is that Hubbard continues to surprise, even when
he’s delivering what’s expected.
TELL THE DEVIL I’M GETTIN’ THERE AS FAST AS I CAN
Rating: 8/10 STARS

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Porter Union Resurrects The True Country Duo in Self-Titled Debut
by Kyle "Trigger" Coroneos SavingCountryMusic.com
There is a reason the duo is an institution in country music. Most
every shade of popular American music features duets and duos, but
none have such a dedicated focus on the magic that can occur when
two voices rise in song together like country. That’s the reason many
of the major country music awards include duo categories apart
from groups, and award artists for collaborations. This became the
necessity when Tammy Wynette and George Jones, Loretta Lynn and
Conway Twitty, and Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings were out
there making country music history together.
Recently the art of the country music duo has become a bit
misunderstood. Music Row figured out the duo could be a good
avenue for what are basically solo artists and solo songs—or at least

songs that only feature one singer and one perspective
predominantly—to get attention via awards shows. That’s how
Brooks & Dunn won every single CMA for Vocal Duo of the Year
award between 1992 and 2006 except one, even though many of
their songs could simply be categorized as Ronnie Dunn or Kix Brooks
solo tunes. That eventually led us to the unfortunate reality of
Florida Georgia Line, and we’re still scratching our heads over what
exactly the one blonde guy does. Actually we know exactly what he
does; he fills a slot so that the other guy can claim duo status to gain
awards and recognition from the industry.
Somewhere, the spirit of the country music duo got lost. This isn’t
just about the conjoining of two voices. It’s about the mixing of two
perspectives on the same theme, telling a story from two angles,
making the yearning in the heart that much more aching by adding
two sob stories, or uplifting joy that is magnified that much more
because it’s shared with someone else.
This is the spirit with which the duo Porter Union from Springfield,
Missouri approaches their craft. Consisting of Cole Michael Porter
and Kendra Porter, the pair dives headlong into the lost art of the
country music duo in their debut, self-titled album. Though there are
some efforts that would be fair to characterize as more solo in
nature, most of this album features the intertwining of voices and
points-of-view in ways many modern songwriters struggle to
capture. You can’t just take a song and have two people sing on it, or
have someone else sing one verse and call it an authentic country
music duet. It must be a truly a collaborative effort like you have
with Porter Union.
Also with Porter Union, it is truly country. From the opening song
“Don’t Look At Me,” you understand quickly this duo isn’t angling for

awards or radio play, their looking to evoke the ghosts of Tammy
and George for the modern audience, and with their own unique
stamp. The song that has stood out most from the album since its
June release called “Don’t You Know” is so good it’s a shame it isn’t a
radio hit, and it probably would have been in a different era. Yet the
best song might be Kendra Porter’s solo effort on “Walked Away”
about another famous singing duo, Johnny Cash and June Carter,
encapsulating so well specifically how the two needed one another,
but in the grander scheme, how all pairs of humans help each other
to become whole, and something greater than the sum of their
individual parts.
At points it’s probably fair to say that Porter Union can be a little too
emotionally-rich, like in the divorce-themed “The Child,” while some
may even be turned off by the sappy nature of the cover. But this
may be what others find most appealing. Yet it can’t be underscored
enough that Porter Union also has a very true country sound with
rich steel guitar, and distinct, inviting voices. This is not Captain and
Tennille, and it’s not a folk duo as so many boy/girl singing pairs turn
out to be these days. Porter Union appear to be just as committed to
the classic duo approach to country music as they are to true
country music itself.
Like so many institutions of country music, the duo has been run
asunder, bastardized, co-opted for corrupt corporate purposes, and
the true nature of the art form virtually forgotten. But Porter Union
is doing their best to resurrect the approach, in a sector of country
music often overlooked, and arguably in the most need for
rehabilitation.
1 1/2 Guns Up (7.5/10)

I am really excited about my new State Songs CD. It is a unique and
ambitious project – 11 new original songs, and one rearranged
classic, about various states in the USA. Each song is written and
recorded in a style associated with that state. There is Texas swing,
Louisiana Cajun music, sweet New England jazz, lonesome Wyoming
yodeling, and many other sounds. I was lucky to get help from some
top-flight musicians – many of them from Texas. Much of the project
was recorded in Floresville, TX, at Cherry Ridge Studio. It was also
recorded at studios in Louisiana, Tennessee, West Virginia,
Maryland, and Virginia. The result is a broad and surprising look at
the USA from a musical roots perspective.
More information is available at www.johnlillymusic.com
Thanks!
John Lilly
john@johnlillymusic.com
(304)610-9845
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REAL MUSIC PLAYED FOR REAL PEOPLE BY REAL DJS
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#1 Ray Wylie Hubbard: Tell The Devil I'm Gettin' There As Fast As I Can
(*FS, *TG, *PT, *PP, *JVB, *JSM, *DB)
2 David Rawlings - Poor David's Almanack (*MB, *BS, *PVG, *JI, *AB, *DB. *GM, *GS))
3. Shelby Lynne & Allison Moorer: Not dark Yet (Silver Cross) (*SLDM, *RC,*KP,
*AB,*DB, *MB)
4. Sweetback Sisters, "King of Killin Time" Signature Sounds(*ABA, *BS, *BP, *OO, *JA)
4. Lukas Nelson and the Promise of the Real(*JI, *BB, *BP, *DF)
5. Susan Cattaneo: The Hammer & The Heart (Jersey Girl)(*TG, *FH, *EW, *DC, *MB,
*MF)
5. Jeremy Pinnell - Ties Of Blood & Affection (*ABA, *DF, *PK, *CP, *BB)
6. Eilen Jewel, "Down Hearted Blues", Signature Sounds (*BP, *OO, *JVB)
6. Tyler Childers: Purgatory (*RC, *RT, *PP, *CP, *DF)
7. Emi Sunshine - Ragged Dreams (*BP, *FS, *PVG, *CP)
7. Steve Earle & the Dukes - So You Wannabe An Outlaw (*TR, *OO, *EW, *ATC)
8. Johnny Bush - The Absolute Johnny Bush (*EW, *ATC)
8. White Owl Red, Naked and Falling, Independent (*OAM, *MP, *JSM, *GM)
9. Shoebox Letters - Keep It Simple (*KP, *DC, *ATC)
9.. Sam Baker- Land Of Doubt (*SLDM, *JSM)
9.. Glen Campbell-Adios (*KP, *JI, *EW, *DC)
10. Zephania Ohora with the 18 Wheelers: This Highway(*TR, *OO, *OAM, *EW)
11. Willie Nelson: God's Problem Child ( Legacy) (*TR, *BS)
12. Rick Shea & The Losin’ End (*PP, *BB)
13. Craig Cassler, Find My Way (*PH, *FH)
14. Justin Trevino - A Tribute To Ray Price (*EW. *ATC)
15. Amber Cross, Savage On The Downhill, Independent(*MF, *MP)
16. Mark Heyes: Outlaw On The Run (self) (*TR, *TG, *PP, *JM)
17. Slaid Cleaves - Ghost on the car radio (*FS, *SLDM)
18. Gregg Allman: Southern Blood (Rounder) (*AB, *DB)
19. Moot Davis - Hierarchy Of Crows (*MN,*ATC)
20. Joe West: Rodeo of the soul (Frogville)(*TG, *BB)
20.Jack Tempchin: Peaceful Easy Feeling: The Songs Of Jack Tempchin
(BlueElan20.)(*MB, *GS)
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Freeform American Roots #217
Album of the Month: SEPTEMBER

AB Shelby Lynne & Allison Moorer: Not dark Yet (Silver Cross)
ABA Sweetback Sisters, "King of Killin Time" Signature Sounds
ATC Johnny Bush - The Absolute Johnny Bush
BB Lukas Nelson and the Promise of the Real:
BP Eilen Jewel, "Down Hearted Blues", Signature Sounds
BS Willie Nelson: God's Problem Child ( Legacy)
CP Tyler Childers: Purgatory
DB David Rawlings - Poor David's Almanack
DC Shoebox Letters - Keep It Simple
DF Lukas Nelson and the Promise of the Real:
EW Johnny Bush - The Absolute Johnny Bush
FH Susan Cattaneo: The Hammer & The Heart (Jersey Girl)
FS
Stompin’ tom Connors: 50th Anniversary Best Of (Ole)
GM The Jerry Douglas Band: What If
GS Chris Casello Trio: Live At Robert’s And Elsewhere
JA
Hardened and Tempered: The Trailer Sessions (Self)
JI
Lukas Nelson and the Promise of the Real:
JM Halden Wofford And The Hi-Beams: Missing Link (Self)
JP
Ray Wylie Hubbard: Tell The Devil I'm Gettin' There As Fast As I Can
JSM Sam Baker- Land Of Doubt
JVB Iron And Wine, Beast Epic
KP Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver-Life is a Story
MB The Secret Sisters: You Don't Own Me Anymore (New West Records)
MF Treasure Of The Land: The Songs Of Mark Heard (Storm Weathered)
MN Heather Pierson Acoustic Trio: Singin’ (Sacred Vessel)
MP Mary Battiata & Little Pink, The Heart, Regardless , Independent
OAM White Owl Red, Naked and Falling, Independent
OO Eilen Jewel, "Down Hearted Blues", Signature Sounds
PH Alex Lopez, Slowdown, MarEmil Records
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PK Jeremy Pinnell - Ties Of Blood & Affection
PP Porter Union: Porter Union
PT Twisted Pine: Twisted Pine (Signature Sounds Recordings)
PVG Eric Westbury, atomic wilderness, independent
RC
Shelby Lynne & Allison Moorer: Not dark Yet (Silver Cross)
SLDM Boris McCutcheon, I'm Here, Let Me in
ST
The Imperial Rooster Vol 3 (self released)
TG Ray Wylie Hubbard: Tell The Devil I'm Gettin' There As Fast As I Can
TR Eugene Chrysler: Hillbilly Fun Park (Carclo)
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